
ew would dispute the premise
that enhanced flight vision, or
the use of infrared sensors to

help pilots see through fog, rain,
snow and darkness, has achieved
acceptance industry-wide. Most of
the business aircraft original equip-
ment manufacturers (OEMs) either
offer it or plan to offer it in some
form, and the FAA has done a lot to
promote EFVS interest by providing
operational credit to those who
meet stringent equipment and train-
ing requirements.

Still, EFVS has generally been a
North American phenomenon, but
this is changing, especially in
Europe. Recently the Cologne,
Germany-based European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) proposed
new regulations that could ulti-
mately give European operators—
and US crews flying N-registered

aircraft in Europe—the same free-
dom to use EFVS that North
American operators now enjoy.

Under Europe’s proposed rules,
an EFVS-equipped aircraft on a

precision instrument approach will
be allowed to begin its descent
under weather conditions below
the published minimums, though
still obligating the pilot to have the
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EVS TRENDS

From air to ground
EFVS utility grows as OEMs 
and regulators push forward.
By Glenn Connor
ATP. Cessna 425
Pres, Discover Technology Intl

EFVS view on approach to AVL (Asheville NC) aboard the GV with Kollsman sensor—the first air-
craft certified in 2001 with the new technology. Over 200 Gulfstreams are in service with EFVS.
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standard pre-landing visual cues at
a 200-ft decision height. These
visual cues, however, may be
obtained with either EFVS or the
naked eye. Once they do, the
crew is cleared to descend to 100
feet and then to transition to stan-
dard visibility before making a
normal landing. It should also be
noted that the FAA considers a dif-
ference from an Enhanced Flight
Vision System (EFVS) certified for
credit  and Enhanced Vision
Systems (EVS) which can be used
for night and general situational
awareness.  EFVS is used with
HUD’s, were as EVS can be
viewed on head down displays.

Here’s how it works: Under the
current rules a European-based
business jet flying a Category I ILS
approach needs to have a ceiling
of 200 feet and a runway visual
range (RVR) of 2400 feet before
being legal to commence the
approach. If, upon reaching that
200-foot decision height, the crew
does not have the appropriate run-
way environment visual cues clear-
ly in sight (mainly bright approach
lights), they would be obligated to
conduct a missed approach and
possibly divert to an alternate air-
port for landing. 

Now, if  EASA proposal goes
through, that same crew—now
equipped with a head-up display
(HUD) and EFVS, and trained in
their combined use—won’t have to

automatically hold or divert if the
destination weather is below mini-
mums. Traffic and air traffic control
permitting they can commence
their ILS approach and, upon
reaching their 200-ft decision
height, use their EFVS to see
enough to allow further descent to
100 feet. At 100 feet, if the runway
environment is still not in sight
with the naked eye, the crew must
go around. Though not a license to
land under zero-zero conditions,
that additional 100 feet on its own
could mean the difference
between spending the night at the
planned destination or somewhere

else, with all the logistic problems
this implies.

EASA flight tests EFVS

Despite appearances, EASA’s
action is no mere rubber-stamp of
the FAA’s model and European reg-
ulators still had to be convinced
that EFVS lived up to its press clip-
pings. Evidently it did. A 7-member
panel from EASA’s prior incarnation,
the Joint Aviation Authority (JAA)
came to the US and flew the system
under the toughest weather condi-
tions and even the OEMs shelved
their usual competitive concerns for
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Bombardier Global 5000 EFVS program flight tested in Apr 2005. Called Bombardier EVS (BEVS), the system was certified in Aug 2005 and entered
service soon afterward.
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FAA’s Les Smith (L) and John McGraw, seated in the Kollsman Vision Based Cockpit, are key
managers for FAA Associate Administrator Nick Sabatini’s efforts to find ways of certifying
emerging new technology.
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the occasion. Aircraft manufacturers
Gulfstream and Bombardier, along
with EFVS-developers Kollsman and
CMC Electronics, as well as HUD-
makers Honeywell and Thales, each
agreed to share details regarding
operations and procedures. 

According to the EASA report,
“approaches were flown in a variety
of conditions of low visibility
including advection fog, radiation
fog, mist and snow showers, as well
as at night in mountainous terrain.
EVS provided additional situational
awareness during taxiing at night, in
low visibility and during approach-
es in VMC [visual meteorological
conditions] at night. It provided
benefit in earlier acquisition of the
visual references during instrument
approaches under many circum-
stances, but not all.”

If all goes well with EASA’s cur-
rent schedule of rulemaking activi-
ty, the proposed amendment to
OPS 41, subpart E, All Weather
Operations for EVS, should be
written into law by the late sum-
mer of 2006—just in time for next
winter’s weather.

Kollsman EFVS II next 
generation and GAViS

As Europe comes to appreciate
the value of EFVS, the relevant man-

ufacturers appear to be working
overtime to improve their existing
EFVS offerings and create new ones.
Merrimack NH-based Kollsman,
which in 2001 became the first
OEM to certify an EFVS, is continu-
ing the development of the next
generation EFVS (EVSII) and a

smaller class general aviation vision
system called GAViS.

EFVS II is smaller and lighter than
the original Kollsman EFVS package
with improved optics; the compa-
ny’s most advanced detector system
and upgraded processing software.
The new system also has eliminated
the need for a collaboration mode
in flight called the NUC, or non
uniformity correction process. EFVS
II has been selected to equip the
entire FedEx widebody fleet, mainly
Boeing MD10/11 and Airbus A300-
series aircraft. Kollsman and Honey-
well are also developing a new
LCD digital HUD product for these
aircraft, and FAA certification of
these systems is planned for 2006.

Unveiled at the 2005 NBAA con-
vention in Orlando FL, the GAViS
design is unique in that it incorpo-
rates a self-contained infrared cam-
era with a 30 degree field of view to
provide a conformal image, all
enclosed within an aerodynamic
fairing. Installation options are
many, as GAViS may be mounted
antenna-style on the bottom or top
of the aircraft with no need for
modified radomes or custom fair-
ings. Standard SMPTE-170M analog
video output and minimal control
inputs make the system compatible
with any video capable HUD or
head-down display (HDD).
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Kollsman development of advanced vision technology ESVS includes the integration of EFVS
and SVS. The technology program is now undergoing lab and flight test, and was introduced
at NBAA 2005.
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Drivers Enhanced Vision Systems are now installed on many airport fire fighting vehicles. The
display shows the newer EagleEye DEVS available from Eagle Integrated Solutions, which
includes a DEVS sensor, GPS and map data for the driver to use at night and low visibility.



According to Mike Williams,
Kollsman’s VP Engineering, GAViS
will probably have the greatest ini-
tial impact on night flying by pri-
vate and emergency medical ser-
vices (EMS) operators. “This is
something the GA market has
needed for a long time,” he says.

CMC SureSight I and M-series

In Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
CMC Electronics is moving forward
with the fleet introduction of its
SureSight I-series EVS sensor.
Combined with a Thales HUD.
Thales is developing a new Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD) HUD that
has already been selected on com-
mercial and military aircraft by
Airbus to adapt to the regional and
business aircraft market. Preli-
minary testing indicates that the
LCD HUD product significantly
improves imagery for EVS video. In
addition, Thales is also introducing
its own EVS generation that has
already been chosen on the
A400M. SureSight is standard
equipment aboard the Bombardier
Global XRS business jet and an
option on the slightly smaller
Global 5000. 

The CMC system is also being
integrated with the Rockwell Collins
HGS 4860/5860 HUD in a package
offered to Dassault Falcon 2000EX,
900EX, 900DX and 7X operators.

Flight-testing of the system aboard
the Falcon 2000 has begun at Istres
in France and FAA certification is
slated for later this year. The CMC
sensor will next be offered with the
Rockwell Collins HGS on several
Boeing aircraft in the Next Gen-
eration 737 family, including the
Boeing Business Jet (BBJ) 1 and 2.

CMC’s SureSight line includes
both cooled (I-series) and un-
cooled (M-series) sensors. The M-
series sensor weighs just 2.2 lbs
and fits easily in an aircraft’s nose
or tail fin. Both types of sensor are
able to see or image an airport and
the terrain around it ,  but the
cooled sensor can “see” the airport
lights without the need for a sec-
ond sensor and image fusion hard-
ware and software. According to
CMC, cooled sensors are generally
more sensitive than uncooled sen-
sors and operate in a part of the
infrared spectrum that provides for
“better weather penetration.”

Thales is developing a new Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) HUD for all family of aircraft including
regional and business jets
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CMC Electronics’ SureSight I-Series Enhanced
Flight Vision System (EFVS) sensor is part of
the Bombardier BEVS. It is standard gear
aboard the Global Express XRS and an
option on the Global 5000.
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CMC Electronics’ new
PilotView Electronic Flight

Bag (EFB). It now provides
an EVS display installation

on a PC12 of CMC
Electronics SureSight M-

Series EVS sensor shown
at Oshkosh 2005.



Display options for the CMC EVS
include an electronic flight bag
(EFB)—CMC is offering an integrat-
ed EVS/EFB package with its
PilotView EFB. Plans are to equip
the Pilatus PC12 with this com-
bined system as a factory option or
retrofit. In Sep 2005, Pentastar
Aviation received a supplemental
type certificate (STC) to yoke-mount
CMC’s Class 2 EFB in the Gulf-
stream II, IV and V.

Also in the works at CMC is the
integration of synthetic vision with

EVS, perhaps through the use of
millimeter-wave imaging radar or
sensor fusion; where data from mul-
tiple sources is harnessed to provide
an integrated, yet clear and accu-
rate, image of the outside world.

Max-Viz—the STC approach

A long-time player in the EVS
market, Portland OR-based Max-Viz
is driving ahead with several offer-
ings for corporate, airline and
rotary-wing operators. This compa-

ny’s approach is slightly different
from that of its main competitors—
Max-Viz has done well by pursuing
individual launch customers for
specific applications of its sensors,
and then obtaining specific supple-
mental type certificates (STCs) for
the installations.

Often these deals are made in
conjunction with maintenance
providers such as Raytheon Aircraft
Services, which recently received
STC approval for installing a Max-
Viz EVS sensor aboard the midsize
Hawker 800 bizjet family. Plans are
to extend this arrangement to cover
the Hawker 400 (also known as the
Beechjet 400A) and the Hawker
1000. Max-Viz also has STC’d its
EVS gear on the Cessna Citation
Excel, the Pilatus PC12, the Agusta
A109E and the Bell 412/212.

Another Max-Viz hallmark is the
application of lighter and smaller
uncooled EVS cameras incorporat-
ing advanced processing. This
allows the integration of multiple
frequency infrared cameras for
improved system performance. This
design is being used successfully
with the EVS-2500 installation
aboard the Boeing 767. Recently, a
Max-Viz EVS was used in test flights
with US space agency NASA’s new
synthetic vision system now in
development.

Glenn Connor is the 
president of Discover
Technology Inter-
national and is a
researcher and pilot
specializing in the
development of
enhanced vision 

systems and advanced avionics.
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nhanced vision works well in
ground operations, so well that

Massport, the organization that
runs BOS (Logan, Boston MA) has
installed the technology into its
fire and rescue vehicles. A new
DEVS called EagleEye Drivers
Enhanced Vision System (DEVS)
from Eagle Integrated Solutions of
Campbellford, Ontario, Canada, is
also now available.

This incorporates a Global
Positioning System (GPS)-linked
moving map display, with audio
and visual cues generated by key
waypoints enroute to an incident
location and a forward-looking
infrared (FLIR) camera to identify
obstacles in the vehicle’s path.

Using an onboard computer
with a Microsoft Windows-based
operating system, DEVS operators
can call up a variety of documents
that could prove useful during an
emergency, such as CAD/CAM air-
craft schematics, building floor-

plans, airport runway/taxiway dia-
grams and pre-planned routings to
specific locations on the airport
surface. The system also offers a
datalink feature, so multiple vehi-
cles reacting to an incident have
immediate access to the same
updated information. 

DEVS helps fire and rescue vehi-
cles to meet the FAA’s stipulation
that an accident site on an airport
be located within 3 minutes of the
receipt of notification. For DEVS
requirements the FAA has pub-
lished Advisor Circular (AC)
150/5210-19, which provides
details regarding performance,
approval, operator training and
other considerations. It may be
interesting to note that this AC was
first published in 1996 in anticipa-
tion of enhanced vision develop-
ment. The FAA now plans to
review specification in light of
new developments, including the
EagleEye system.

Massport drives DEVS

E

Max-Viz EVS systems can be installed in a
number of places on helicopters and fxed-wing
aircraft. At left is the small EVS1000. Above is
the tail of the Falcon 50 also with the EVS1000.
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